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The rescattering model has been applied to explain the observed angular distributions at various energies
for the process 2r

—
p—+Z &+. The theoretical calculations are in reasonable agreement with experiments

regarding magnitude, shape, and energy dependence.

ECENTLY the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory indicate that we have put the s-channel particles on
group has studied the associated production their mass shell. Thus we are regarding iea, ction (1)

reaction a two-step process
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FxG. 1. Rescattering diagram for
2T +P —& E++Z .
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in the energy range 1.5—4.0 BeV/c. They find (i) a back-
ward peak in the angular distribution and (ii) strong

energy dependence for the cross section. The single-

baryon-exchange diagram can give only a qualitative
description of the backward peaking. In fact, it predicts
much too high a cross section. We have shown' that for
the u channel of reaction (1), E +p~Z +n+, the
lowest singularity is given by the exchange of two
mesons in the t channel. A look at the diagram given in

Fig. 2 of Ref. 2 will convince one that a similar situa-
tion arises for reaction (1).Consequently, we can again

hope that (1) receives the dominant contribution from
a two-meson-exchange graph. The purpose of this paper
is to investigate this possibility and to 6nd support for
earlier endings. '

We represent the two-meson-exchange graph by the
rescattering square diagram shown in Fig. 1. The cuts

sr +p ~ p+n ~Z +E+. (2)

The absorptive part of the amplitude can then be
written as'
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Two of the couplings occurring in Eq. (3) a,re well
known: g» '/4sr=15 and g, '/4sr=2. 4. We can relate
the pEA. coupling with the pox coupling by invoking
SV(3), g, '=2gr&rc'. We adjust the remaining cou-
pling, g„gz-'/4sr= 1.5, so as to obtain correct normaliza-
tion with the experimental curve at 2.35 BeV/c. This
value is close to SU(3) value when the niixing param-
eter is taken to be 0.34. The other model-dependent
values are (I in the constant-scattering-length ap-
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FIc. 2. Production angular
distribution in reaction (1) at
a m momentum of (a) 1.50, (b)
2.35, (c) 3.15, and (d) 4.00
BeV/c. The solid curve is the
theoretical prediction. The his-
togram represents the experi-
mental data of Dahl et al. (Ref.
1).
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proximation3 and (3 in the multichannel-eRective-
range approximation. ' Thus our value appears to be
reasonable.

In Fig. 2, we compare the predicted angular distribu-
tion with the experimental results at incident momenta
1.5, 2.35, 3.15, and 4.00 BeV/c. The calculated curves
are in reasonable agreement both in magnitude and
shape with the experiments. The energy dependence is
also favorably reproduced. This can be easily seen from
Fig. 3, where we have plotted the total cross section
against the total energy. The theoretical points lie along
the experimental curve. The departure at 1.93 BeV,
which corresponds to incident momentum 1.5 BeVjc,
indicates that the rescattering model works well when
we are not too close to the threshold.

FIG. 3. Variation of total cross section for the process m +p —&

& +E+ with center-of-mass energy. The line represents the ex-
perimental data (Ret. 1) and the points yield our calculation.
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